Preliminary Snowmass Timeline / Process

Starting point for discussion with the community during CPM

Meetings & Workshops (10 Frontiers & 80 Topical Groups)  +  Contributed Papers

- Nov. 2020: TGs: effort on consolidation, coordination & solicitation, leading to studies & Contributed Papers
- Dec. 2020: TGs develop their key questions and opportunities
- Jan. 2021: TGs produce outlines of their reports (TGs: communication with authors of Contributed Papers)
- Feb. 2021: Frontiers/TGs produce Preliminary Frontier Reports
- Mar. 2021: Community feedback on Preliminary Frontier Reports
- Apr. 2021: Build consensus on key questions / opportunities of particle physics, enabling technologies, community engagement; Formulate the content of Executive Summary
- May 2021: Frontiers/TGs produce Final Frontier Reports
- Jun. 2021: Steering Group produces Preliminary Executive Summary
- Aug. 2021: Snowmass Draft Report and Review
- Sep. 2021: Snowmass Final Report

- May 2021: Community Summer Study (CSS) July 11-20, 2021 + DPF 2021 (UW Seattle)
- Jul. 2021: Community Meeting (APS April Meeting)
- Aug. 2021: DPF 2021
Near Term

● **IF forward**
  ○ Series of meetings for acknowledging and studying LOIs
  ○ Identifying gaps and comprehending the inter-frontier requirements
  ○ Starting developing the theme and frame to assemble the IF studies
  ○ Communicating contributed papers

● **Joint workshops**
  ○ MultiHEP 2020, Nov 10-12
  ○ Joint workshop with NF, CPAD workshop (as IF workshop) in the week of Mar 14, 2021
  ○ Other workshops being discussed (stay tuned)